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Abstract
We present an analysis of eleven solar occultations by Saturn’s F ring
observed by the Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) on the Cassini
spacecraft. In four of the solar occultations we detect an unambiguous signal from di↵racted sunlight that adds to the direct solar signal just before
or after the occultations occur. The strongest detection was a 10% increase
over the direct signal that was enabled by the accidental misalignment of
the instrument’s pointing. We compare the UVIS data with images of the
F ring obtained by the Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) and find
that in each instance of an unambiguous di↵raction signature in the UVIS
data, the ISS data shows that there was a recent disturbance in that region
of the F ring. Similarly, the ISS images show a quiescent region of the F ring
for all solar occultations in which no di↵raction signature was detected. We
therefore conclude that collisions in the F ring produce a population of small
ring particles that can produce a detectable di↵raction signal immediately
interior or exterior to the F ring. The clearest example of this connection
comes from the strong detection of di↵racted light in the 2007 solar occultation, when the portion of the F ring that occulted the Sun had su↵ered a
large collisional event with S/2004 S 6 several months prior. This collision
was observed in a series of ISS images (Murray, C.D. et al. [2008]. Nature
453, 739-744).
Our spectral analysis of the data shows no significant spectral features
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in the F ring, indicating that the particles must be at least 0.2 microns in
radius. We apply a forward model of the solar occultations, accounting for the
e↵ects of di↵racted light and the attenuated direct solar signal, to model the
observed solar occultation light curves. These models constrain the optical
depth, radial width, and particle size distribution of the F ring. We find
that when the di↵raction signature is present, we can best reproduce the
occultation data using a particle population with an average e↵ective particle
size of less than 300 microns, while occultations without clear di↵raction
signals are best modeled using a population with an e↵ective particle size
larger than 400 microns.
Keywords: Planetary rings, occultations, Saturn
1. Introduction
Saturn’s F ring lies approximately 3,000 km beyond the main ring system,
with a semi-major axis of ⇠ 140, 223 km (Bosh et al., 2002; Albers et al.,
2012). This multifaceted ring is comprised of a low-optical depth, 10 - 50
km-wide core and a discontinuous, optically thick, 1-km wide “true core”
(Murray et al., 2008; Albers et al., 2012), all embedded within an opticallythin envelope of sub-millimeter-sized dust extending 580 ± 70 km radially
(Showalter et al., 1992; French et al., 2012). Additionally, a core-crossing
spiral structure is often observed as faint strands that vary in shape, optical
depth, and number, on either or both sides of the F ring core (Charnoz et al.,
2005; Murray et al., 2005; Charnoz et al., 2009; Albers et al., 2012).
The F ring is primarily composed of dust; analyses of the backscattered
signal in Hubble Space Telescope (HST), ground-based observations (Poulet
et al., 2000), and high phase-angle Voyager observations (Showalter et al.,
1992) indicate 80% 98% dust fraction. Vahidinia et al. (2011) report a narrow size distribution of particles with radii between 20 30 micrometers based
on data from the Cassini Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS).
A VIMS spectral analysis by Hedman et al. (2011) revealed a two-component
size distribution, where particles between 10 microns and 1 millimeter followed a size distribution typical for a population that has evolved through
collisional disruption (Dohnanyi, 1969), and for particles smaller than 10 microns, the slope of the size distribution was much shallower. Ultraviolet stellar occultation data from the Faint Object Spectrometer on the HST placed
a lower limit on the minimum particle size in the F ring of approximately 10
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microns (Bosh et al., 2002).
Small particles are expected to sputter away in 104 years or be eroded by
micrometeoroid impact bombardment in 106 years (Grün et al., 1984; Burns
et al., 1984; Showalter et al., 1992). The persistence of such small particles is
therefore indicative of ongoing activity in the F ring, namely collisions into
large objects in the F ring core. Evidence for such large, progenitor objects
has been mounting; Pioneer 11 indirectly detected a belt of objects 0.1 1
km in size spanning a 2000-km-wide region surrounding the ring through a
measurement of the depletion in the flux of trapped magnetospheric electrons (Cuzzi and Burns, 1988). In the narrow component of the F ring core,
objects on the order of a kilometer in size have been directly imaged by the
Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) (Murray et al., 2008). Additionally, detections of ephemeral clumps or moonlets in UV stellar occultation
data from the Cassini Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) led to the
prediction that up to 140,000 objects on the order of 600 meters in size exist
in this region (Esposito et al., 2008; Meinke et al., 2012).
Large objects such as S/2004 S6 have been observed on core-crossing
orbits (Porco et al., 2005; Spitale et al., 2006), and large physical collisions of
such bodies with core-embedded objects are believed to produce the massive
jets that form the observed F ring spiral structure (Charnoz et al., 2005;
Murray et al., 2008; Charnoz et al., 2009). Lower-velocity collisions (⇠ 1
m/s) may be responsible for the small, irregular features in the core known
as mini-jets that were catalogued by Attree et al. (2014). The particle size
distribution in the F ring is a useful constraint on the frequency and energy
of these impacts.
We find evidence for the presence (and varying quantity) of micron-sized
dust in UVIS observations of solar occultations by Saturn’s F ring. During
the first solar occultation measurement of the rings by UVIS in 2005, the
boresight of the UVIS solar port was not properly pointed at the Sun. The
unocculted solar signal was reduced to  2.5% its nominal signal because the
majority of the solar disk was outside the instrument’s field of view. The diminished overall brightness of the Sun enabled the serendipitous detection of
light di↵racted by the particles in Saturn’s F ring. The signal due to di↵raction was 10% brighter than the unocculted signal. We also find unambiguous
di↵raction signal in four properly pointed solar occultations (Sun centered
in the field of view). The shape and intensity of the di↵raction signatures
are controlled by the size distribution of the particles that are di↵racting the
light.
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In this paper, we constrain the particle size distribution, optical depth,
and radial width of the F ring through (1) the UV spectral analysis of the ring
from Cassini UVIS solar occultation data and (2) computational models of
the light di↵racted by small ring particles during UVIS solar occultations. We
begin by describing the UVIS occultation data in Section 2. In Section 3 we
discuss the collisional features in the ISS images captured just before or after
the solar occultations and compare with the UVIS detections of unambiguous
di↵raction signatures. Section 4 describes the theoretical background for the
di↵raction of light that we apply to our computational model. In Section 5
we present a spectral analysis of the F ring occultation data. We describe our
di↵raction model of the F ring in Section 6. Finally, we present our results
in Section 7 and summarize our conclusions in Section 8.
2. UVIS Observations
As of 2016, UVIS observed 11 solar occultations by Saturn’s F ring. Information about each solar occultation is listed in Table 1. Throughout this
work, we label each observation according to the revolution (Rev) number of
Cassini around Saturn and whether the occultation was ingress (I) or egress
(E), where ingress occultations are those in which the intercept point of the
sunlight in the ring plane approaches Saturn, and egress occultations are
when the point recedes from the planet. Solar occultation experiments are
conducted by pointing the solar port of the UVIS instrument toward the
Sun as the rings pass between the Sun and the spacecraft. Sunlight enters
through a small aperture 20 from the instrument’s nominal boresight and is
redirected and dispersed onto the detector by a cylindrical grazing incidence
mirror (Esposito et al., 2004). Solar occultations are observed with the UVIS
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) channel. The EUV spectrograph has a bandpass
of 56 - 118 nm with 1024 spectral elements.
Due to the dispersing mirror, there is no spatial resolution during a solar
occultation along the detector’s 64 spatial elements. To obtain the highest
signal to noise ratio we sum over the spectral elements. We discuss an independent spectral analysis of the data in Section 5. We present all of the
occultations as a function of distance from the center of Saturn (ring plane
radius) in Figure 1. The solar occultations were observed with integration periods from 1.0 - 5.5 seconds. We have binned the occultations with 1-second
integration periods into 4-second bins and normalized all the data sets to
instrument counts per second. The central feature in each observation is a
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result of the sun being occulted by the F ring. In the Rev 59 (I), Rev 65 (I),
and Rev 66 (I) plots, when the line of sight distances are greatest, the low
points interior to the F ring are due to the beginning of the solar occultation
by the A ring.
Some of the data show trends in the unocculted solar signal, possibly
due to a slight drift of the Sun in the instrument’s field of view (FOV). We
fit a line to the unocculted solar signal beyond the F ring ( 145, 500 km
- 170, 000 km) to determine the baseline signal for each observation (horizontal gray line in each plot). We then remove the trend from the data
and determine which, if any, data points are a 2 (magenta plus signs) or
3 (blue diamonds) increase
p in signal over the baseline (assuming a Poisson
distribution where 1 = N , where N is the mean of the baseline signal),
indicative of di↵raction by the F ring particles.
The first plot in Figure 1 shows the data from the misaligned Rev 9
occultation that resulted in a 10% increase over the unocculted signal near
the F ring core. Note that because of the instrument misalignment, the FOV
was placed almost entirely o↵ the disk of the Sun, reducing the solar signal
to 2,000 counts per second compared with ⇠ 80, 000 counts per second in the
other occultations. There seems to be some indication that interior to the
F ring, the signal does not completely return to the unocculted signal level.
It is not clear what causes this, but it could be due to a slight drift in the
Sun’s position in the FOV or it could be associated with di↵raction from the
A ring.
Some of the properly pointed solar occultations also show a signal above
the baseline signal in the vicinity of the F ring due to di↵racted light. We interpret all solar occultations with at least one 3 detection of signal above the
unocculted baseline solar signal to be possible detections of UVIS di↵raction
signatures. We also interpret occultations with more than one 2 detections
within 2,500 km of the F ring core to be possible detections of UVIS di↵raction signatures. Thus, all occultations with the exception of Rev 59 (I) and
Rev 62 (I) are considered possible detections (Figure 1). Further, if multiple
high-confidence detections are observed within the 2,500 km of the F ring
core, with at least one of them being a 3 detection, then we assert that
the occultation shows a positive detection of a di↵raction signature. These
occultations include Rev 9 (I), Rev 43 (E), Rev 55 (E) and Rev 62 (E). We
note that although Rev 66 (I) and Rev 66 (E) each show at least one detection of a 3 detection, this detection is farther from the F ring core and
could potentially be associated with the edge of the A ring.
5

In addition to di↵raction detections, Figure 1 shows that there is variation
in the shape of the occultation light curves. All plots (with the exception of
Rev 9 because of the o↵set) are plotted on the same scale. These variations
in depth and width are due to both the geometry of the occultations and the
intrinsic variation of the F ring itself.

3. ISS Images
For context, we compare the state of the F ring during each UVIS solar
occultations with ISS images of the ring. Figure 2 shows mosaics of the
Cassini ISS images re-projected relative to a model of the F ring from Cooper
et al. (2013). The mosaics are in co-rotating longitude and were produced
using an assumed mean motion of 581.96 deg/day for the F ring with an
epoch of 2007 January 01 12:00:00.0 UTC. The longitude scale in each mosaic
covers 0 to 360 degrees and the vertical scale is radial distance from -750 km
to +750 km with respect to the Fit 11 orbit model from Table 3 of Cooper
et al. (2013). For all mosaics presented in this work, the horizontal axis
is the longitude in a frame co-rotating at the ring’s mean motion and the
vertical axis is the orbital radius from Saturn relative to the ring orbit model
(therefore taking into account its eccentricity).
The mosaics were selected due to their proximity in time to the UVIS
solar occultations analyzed in this study. At the top right of each mosaic, we
include the solar occultation Rev number and the di↵erence in time between
when the ISS images were acquired and when the UVIS occultation occurred.
A negative value indicates that the ISS mosaic images were acquired before
the occultation occurred, whereas a positive value indicates the number of
days after the occultation that the ISS images were acquired. The mosaics
also show a yellow vertical line that indicates the inertial longitude of the F
ring that occulted the Sun during the UVIS solar occultation observation.
Details about the mosaics are provided in Table 2.
We assess each mosaic for irregular features, such as jets and mini-jets,
near the ring longitude of the UVIS occultation for signs of recent collisions
within the F ring (Murray et al., 2008; Attree et al., 2014). We find that in
five instances the region of the F ring that occulted the Sun was near a recent
collisional event. These occultations include Rev 9 (I), Rev 43 (E), Rev 55
(E), and Rev 62 (E). There were possible collisions near the occulting ring
6

Figure 1: UVIS solar occultations by Saturn’s F ring. We bin all occultations with 1second integration periods to 4 seconds for more direct comparison with the other data.
Binned data are noted on the plots. All other occultations had a 4-second integration
period, with the exception of Rev 43 which had
7 a 5.5-second integration period. The data
are normalized to show counts per second as a function of ring plane radius from Saturn.
The gray horizontal line is the baseline of the unocculted solar signal. Magenta ‘+’ mark
data points that are 2 detections and blue diamonds mark 3 detections of an enhanced
signal above the unocculted solar signal baseline. Such detections just inside or outside
of the F ring light curve suggest that these signals are the combination of the direct solar
signal plus additional sunlight that has been di↵racted by small F ring particles into the
UVIS FOV.

Table 1: UVIS Solar Occultations by Saturn’s F ring
Reference

Integration

B angle

Inertial Longitude

Line-of-Sight Distance

Date

(s)

(Degrees)

(Degrees)

(km)

Year-DOY

Rev 9 (I)

4.0

20.96

251.3

207,996

2005-159

Rev 43 (E)

5.5

12.66

75.1

347,275

2007-114

Rev 55 (I)

4.0

8.97

260.9

352,124

2008-003

Rev 55 (E)

4.0

8.97

353.4

150,022

2008-003

Rev 59 (I)

4.0

8.24

243.4

324,410

2008-051

Rev 62 (I)

4.0

7.77

245.6

350,650

2008-083

Rev 62 (E)

4.0

7.77

183.6

112,221

2008-083

Rev 65 (I)

1.0

7.34

249.5

376,039

2008-111

Rev 65 (E)

1.0

7.34

355.9

150,742

2008-111

Rev 66 (I)

1.0

7.20

249.9

375,645

2008-121

Rev 66 (E)

1.0

7.20

355.3

151,450

2008-121

List of Cassini UVIS solar occultations analyzed in this study. Integration is the integration
period of the instrument for each occultation. The B angle is the ring opening angle. The
inertial longitude is the longitude of the F ring where the line-of-sight vector of the UVIS
boresight intersects the ring, which is measured prograde from the ascending node of
Saturn’s equatorial plane on Earth’s J2000 equator. The line of sight distance is the
distance between Cassini and the ring plane at the time of the observation. The date
indicates the year and day-of-year (DOY) that the observation occurred.
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region during Rev 65 (E), Rev 66 (E) and a possibly older, evolved collision
in the occulting region during Rev 55 (I). There are four mosaics that show
no collisional activity near the UVIS occultation longitude: Rev 59 (I), Rev
62 (I), Rev 65 (I), and Rev 66 (I).
We compare the UVIS di↵raction signature detections and the ISS collision detections in Table 3. This table shows that for every UVIS solar
occultation in which a UVIS di↵raction signature was detected, a collisional
feature was also observed in the ISS images and for every UVIS occultation
during which no di↵raction was detected, no collisional features were observed
in the corresponding ISS images. For UVIS occultations with ambiguous but
possible detections of di↵raction, the detection of collisional features in the
ISS images vary. This result shows a strong correlation between the presence of di↵raction in UVIS occultation data, presumably from the release of
smaller ring particles, and a collisional event in Saturn’s F ring.
Some of the collision events are particularly notable. For example, we
find that during Rev 43, the region of the F ring that occulted the Sun was
serendipitously the same region studied extensively by Murray et al. (2008)
due to the detection of a large collision or series of collisions. They show
a series of images of this ring location as the large collision event evolved
from December 2006 through May 2007. They assert that this feature was
produced by a collision in the core with a core-crossing, 5-km object dubbed
S/2004 S 6, or some fragment of it. French et al. (2012) discuss how this
collision event increased the mean brightness of the F ring by 84%, with the
brightening e↵ects decaying thereafter with a half life of 91 days. The UVIS
observation of this region occurred in April of 2007 and resulted in the clearest
detection of di↵racted light of any of the properly-aligned solar occultations,
further verifying the connection between UVIS di↵raction signatures and
collisional events in the F ring.
Also of note is the Rev 9 solar occultation. The ISS mosaic shows that a
large F ring collision event, similar to that seen near the time of the Rev 43
occultation, occurred just upstream of the ring region observed during Rev
9. This may imply that it was not just the o↵set of the UVIS solar port,
but also proximity to a large collisional event, that enabled the detection of
di↵racted light during the Rev 9 occultation.

9

Figure 2: ISS image mosaics of the F ring at times near when the solar occultations
occurred. The horizontal axis is the longitude in a frame corotating at the ring’s mean
motion and the vertical axis is the orbital radius from Saturn relative to the ring orbit
model. At the top right of each mosaic, we include the solar occultation Rev number
closest to when the images were acquired and what the di↵erence in time between between
the images and solar occultation was. A negative number of days indicates that the ISS
images occurred before the occultation, whereas a positive number of days indicates that
the images were taken after the occultation. The mosaics also show a yellow vertical line
that indicates the inertial longitudinal location of the UVIS solar occultation converted to
a co-rotating longitude for plotting purposes.
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4. Theory
The light curves observed during the F ring solar occultations (Fig. 1)
are the combination of two processes: (1) the attenuation of the direct solar
signal and (2) the addition of solar photons from outside the direct solar
line-of-sight that are di↵racted into the instrument’s FOV. The attenuation
of the solar signal is caused by the absorption and scattering of UV photons
by the ring particles as they occult the Sun. This includes light that is lost
due to particles di↵racting light out of the FOV (Section 4.2). The addition
of indirect sunlight is apparent as signal above the direct solar signal baseline
observed in several of the occultation data sets. This additional signal is the
result of particles di↵racting sunlight into the instrument FOV. Here, the
term di↵raction is used to indicate Fraunhofer di↵raction, which is described
in the following section. The intensity of the Fraunhofer di↵raction pattern is
dependent on the particle size (a) and the wavelength ( ) of light. As a result,
measurements of an observed di↵raction signal (for a given wavelength) can
be used to derive the sizes of the particles responsible for the di↵raction.
This technique has been used to measure the particle size distribution in the
rings of Saturn (e.g. French and Nicholson (2000); Harbison et al. (2013);
Becker et al. (2016)) and of Uranus (Cuzzi, 1985).
4.1. Fraunhofer Di↵raction
In this work we assume that the ring particles are well-defined, separate
entities, such that the particles are independent scatterers. An agglomerate
of small particles can be treated as one, larger particle. We focus on light
attenuated and scattered by particles with radii between 1µm and 1 mm in
size and are therefore much larger than the incident wavelength of light (⇠
100 nm). Because 2⇡a >> 1, one can relatively easily separate the light into
“scattered” and “di↵racted” components. This is known as the geometric
optics regime. The angular distribution of the intensity of the di↵racted
light by such particles is described by Fraunhofer di↵raction (van de Hulst,
1957).
The Fraunhofer di↵raction pattern is produced assuming all particles are
spheres, which is somewhat simplistic for the particles in Saturn’s rings. However, unless the particles are significantly oblong and also have a preferential
orientation (unlikely for the small particles producing the observed di↵raction signal), this assumption does not significantly impact our conclusions
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about the particle sizes (van de Hulst, 1957). We also assume the observa2
tions occur in the far-field, defined as D >> 2a , where D is the distance
of Cassini from the ring particles, which is satisfied for all solar occultations
distances and particle sizes discussed in this work.
The Fraunhofer di↵raction pattern is produced when a plane wave front
encounters an object. An object with radius a blocks an amount of light
equivalent to its geometric cross section, Gscatt = ⇡a2 . Gscatt refers strictly
to the amount of light scattered and absorbed by the object, and does not
include di↵racted light. Here, the geometric area is the 2-dimensional area of
the particles that a plane wave would encounter. Huygens’ principle causes
the incomplete wave front to produce, at large distances, the Fraunhofer
di↵raction pattern (van de Hulst, 1957). This di↵raction pattern is more
commonly associated with the result of light passing through an aperture, like
that of a telescope, and is known as the “Airy disk”. According to Babinet’s
principle, if the area of the aperture is the same as the geometric area of
the particle, the resulting intensities of the di↵raction patterns are identical
(van de Hulst, 1957). Therefore spherical particles (like those assumed here
for Saturn’s rings) will produce this characteristic “Airy disk” di↵raction
pattern.
To first order, the angular size ✓ of the Fraunhofer di↵raction pattern is
✓=

1.22
.
2a

(1)

For relatively large particles the di↵raction cone subtends a very small angle,
while small particles produce di↵raction cones with a large angular extent.
Because the particles are in the geometric optics regime, the di↵raction pattern is dependent exclusively on the particle size and the incident wavelength,
and is independent of the particle composition. It also removes the need to
understand the albedo and scattering properties of Saturn’s rings in the modeling e↵orts presented in this work.
4.2. Extinction Efficiency
Babinet’s principle gives rise to the Extinction Paradox, sometimes known
as Babinet’s Paradox. The Extinction Paradox states that the total energy
removed by a particle in the geometric optics regime will have an e↵ective
cross section equal to twice the geometric area, 2Gscatt , of the particle intercepting the light (van de Hulst, 1957). As the incident light encounters a
12

particle, the particle will absorb and/or scatter (through reflection and refraction) an amount of energy with an e↵ective cross section equal to Gscatt .
Additionally, the particle will also di↵ract light in a way that mimics di↵raction through an aperture with area Gscatt . If we assume all of the di↵racted
light is considered removed from the incident signal (as is the case in the
far-field), then di↵raction removes an amount of energy corresponding to an
e↵ective cross section equal to Gscatt as well. Therefore, the total energy
removed from the incident plane wave corresponds to a cross section equal
to twice the geometric area of the particle (van de Hulst, 1957).
This has important implications for occultation data. During an occultation, a single ring particle will remove an amount of energy equal to twice
that which would be expected for a particle of a given geometric area. This
results in an optical depth measurement that is twice as high when compared with the optical depth due to blocked (absorbed/back-scattered) light
only. Therefore an individual particle in the geometric optics regime has an
extinction efficiency, Qext , that is equal to 2. However, during observations
of Saturn’s rings, the light that has been di↵racted out of the instrument’s
FOV by one particle can be replaced by near-by particles that are di↵racting
light into the FOV, changing the e↵ective extinction efficiency to a value
somewhere between 1 and 2. Furthermore, because the Sun is not a point
source, the same particle can di↵ract light from di↵erent parts of the Sun
into the FOV, replacing in part, or entirely, the light di↵racted out of the
FOV (Cuzzi and Pollack, 1978; French and Nicholson, 2000).
The e↵ective extinction efficiency is used to account for the light removed
and replaced by the rings simultaneously. In this work, we model the signal
removed from the FOV by absorption/scattering/di↵raction independently
from the signal added to the FOV by di↵raction. Because the particle sizes
included in the model are large enough to be in the geometric optic regime,
Qext is always assumed to be equal to 2 when modeling the signal removed
from the FOV by the particles.
4.3. Application to Saturn’s Rings
We consider the sub-millimeter particle population in Saturn’s F ring to
be well-described by the“classical” ring model, which assumes the particles
that make up the ring are uniformly distributed in a loosely-packed, extended
layer that is many-particles thick (Cuzzi et al., 2009). In this model, the
interaction between light and the particles is treated as a radiative-transfer
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problem. We model the particle size distribution of the ring by a power-law
defined as (Cuzzi et al., 2009)
n(a)da = Ca q da, amin  a  amax

(2)

where n(a) is the number of particles with a radius in the range [a, a+da],
da is the infinitesimal increment in a, C is a constant, and amin and amax are
the minimum and maximum particle sizes in the distribution, respectively.
Power-law size distributions have successfully described the ring material in
other analyses (e.g., Zebker et al. (1985); Showalter et al. (1992); French and
Nicholson (2000); Cuzzi et al. (2009); Charnoz et al. (2009)), though we note
that Hedman et al. (2011) required a broken, 2-component power-law model
to fit VIMS observations of the F ring. A power-law with an index of q ⇠ 3.5
is a typical distribution for a population that has evolved through collisional
disruption (Dohnanyi, 1969).
Assuming the incoming light is di↵racted only one time, the intensity
of the di↵racted signal, I1 (✓), at a given wavelength is written explicitly as
(Cuzzi et al., 2009)
Z
Ii e ⌧n /µ0 a2
I1 (✓) =
⇡a2 P (✓, a)n(a)da
(3)
4⇡µ0
amin
for
h 2J (ka sin ✓) i2
1
(4)
sin ✓
where P (✓, a) is the phase function for Fraunhofer di↵raction, k = 2⇡ , J1 is
the Bessel function of the first kind and order 1, a2 is the maximum particle
size contributing the di↵racted signal, ✓ is the scattering angle, and µ0 =
sin |BSU N | where BSU N is the angle between the ring plane and incident
radiation (ring opening angle). The B values for each solar occultation are
listed in Table 1. ⌧n is the normal optical depth of the ring (the optical depth
as viewed perpendicular to the ring) and is defined in Equation 5. Ii is the
intensity
of theRincident light. The phase function is normalized such that
R
⇡
P (✓)d⌦ = 2⇡ 0 P (✓) sin ✓d✓ = 4⇡ (French and Nicholson, 2000).
The normal optical depth of the ring is related to the particle size distribution (Cuzzi, 1985; Cuzzi et al., 2009) as
Z amax
⌧n =
⇡a2 Qext n(a)da.
(5)
P (✓, a) =

amin
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⌧n can be derived from observations; however, in this work we treat ⌧n as an
input parameter to determine how the optical depth a↵ects the model signal.
Substituting Equation 2 into Equation 5, we can solve for C:
C = R amax
amin

⌧n
.
⇡Qext a2 q da

(6)

Equation 6 can be substituted into Equation 2, which is then substituted with
with Equations 4 and 5 into Equation 3. In order to solve this computationally, we approximate the integral over the Bessel function as a summation
and solve for the intensity of the di↵raction signature as
I1 =

Ii e

max
⌧n /µ0 N
X

µ0

j=0

h J (ka sin ✓) i2
1
j
Ca2j
sin ✓

q

aj

(7)

where j is the j th element in a range of particle sizes from amin to a2 , aNmax
= a2 , and aj is the incremental increase in the range [aj , aj+1 ]. Throughout
this work, we assume the maximum particle size in the particle size distribution of the F ring envelope is amax = 1 mm. The parameters amin , q, and
⌧n are inputs into the model, and so Equation 7 can be solved explicitly. In
the following section we describe how we incorporate these equations in the
computational model.
We exclude other forms of scattering by the rings, such as reflection and
refraction, from contributing to the total observed signal. Ignoring other
forms of scattering is justified; the rings are highly-absorbing at UV wavelengths (Bradley et al., 2010), so scattering through reflections during occultations contributes very little to the observed signals.
Because additional scattering contributes weakly to the overall signal,
we ignore multiple scattering in the traditional sense. We do consider the
e↵ects of a secondary or tertiary di↵raction event, which we call multiple
di↵raction; however, as shown by Becker (2016), due to the very low average
optical depths (⌧avg  0.07) across the F ring (⇠ 300 600 km), multiple
di↵raction would contribute little to the observed signal.
5. Spectral Analysis
In order to apply the equations described in Section 4 to models of Saturn’s rings, we must assume that the particles are in the geometric optics
regime (a >> ). This is typically true for a size parameter of X 20, where
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X = 2⇡a (van de Hulst, 1957). For the EUV wavelengths of 56 118 nm,
this corresponds to particles with a = 178 375 nm. Therefore, if the majority of the particles have radii larger than ⇠ 0.2µm, then we can model the
di↵racted signal with the Fraunhofer di↵raction equations described above.
We can verify that we are in the geometric optics regime by looking at
the F ring occultation light curve at various wavelengths. Bosh et al. (2002)
measured the equivalent depth (the area under the curve) of the F ring in
HST data from 0.27 0.74µm and found no variations in the equivalent depth
with wavelength. If there were a significant number of particles that were
not within the geometric optics regime, then the equivalent depth of the F
ring would vary with wavelength.
We investigate any variation in the F ring light curve profile at di↵erent
wavelengths and find no wavelength dependency for the properly aligned
solar occultations. In Figure 3 we show four examples, including two solar
occultations with no UVIS di↵raction signatures (Rev 59 (I) and Rev 65
(E)) and two occultations with di↵raction signatures (Rev 43 (E) and Rev
55 (E)). We bin the spectrum into 5 bins, summing the signal over 12 nm in
wavelength. Though the data is somewhat noisy, there is no indication of a
change in equivalent depth at each wavelength. Therefore, we conclude that
the bulk of the particles in the F ring are larger than 0.2µm in size.
We also search for variations in the spectra by comparing the signal found
in the F ring core with the unocculted solar signal. Figures 4 and 5 show the
regions used for the spectral comparison. We subtract the spectral signal of
the unocculted Sun, I0 from the signal at the F ring core, Icore and divide by
the unocculted solar signal. We do the same for the di↵raction signature if
available. The resulting spectral comparisons for all of the occultations look
very similar: they are flat with no obvious indication of variation in signal
as a function of wavelength. This is also true for the di↵racted signal. We fit
a line of the form y = A + Bx to the comparative signals and include a list
of the best-fit parameters A, B, and their 1 uncertainties in Table 4. We
note, however, that our analysis of the spectral variations through the F ring
particles is difficult since the projected width of the F ring is smaller than
that of the Sun, so the solar spectrum from direct solar light is also observed
while looking for any spectral signatures due to transmission or absorption
by the F ring particles at a given wavelength. At UV wavelengths, however,
Saturn’s rings are extremely dark due to significant absorption of the light
by the water ice particles, so we would not expect to see any features at EUV
wavelengths. Further, the quality of the spectral data limits our ability to see
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any slope or features in the data as a function of wavelength and therefore we
cannot make any additional qualifications about the particle size distribution
of the F ring.

Figure 3: The total signal at 5 di↵erent wavelengths as a function of radius for four solar
occultations. Each wavelength bin is the sum of 12 nm in wavelength and is represented by
the median value of wavelength in the legend. Two of these occultations show di↵raction
signatures (Rev 43 and Rev 55 (E), while the other two do not. The shape of the light
curve, including the width and depth of the light curve, do not vary significantly with
increasing wavelength.

6. Computational Model
We have developed a computational model that replicates the geometry
of each solar occultation and models both the attenuated signal and the
di↵racted signal that would be produced by an F ring of a given width (W ),
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Figure 4: Column 1 displays the the solar occultation data without UVIS di↵raction
signatures and the regions used for the spectral analysis shown in Column 2. Green
triangles mark the unocculted solar signal (I0 ) used for this analysis and the red star
marks the F ring core (Icore ). In Column 2 we show the di↵erences in the intensity as a
function of wavelength by subtracting the mean spectral signature from the unocculted
solar signal (green triangles) from the spectra in the F ring core (red star) and then
dividing by the unocculted solar signal. The Rev 65E occultation has been binned by 4
data points.
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Figure 5: Column 1 displays the the solar occultation data with UVIS di↵raction signatures
and the regions used for the spectral analysis shown in Column 2. In addition to the
unocculted solar signal (green triangles) and signal through the F ring core (red star), we
also analyze the di↵raction signature (magenta ‘+’ ). Column 2 shows the normalized
di↵erence in signal between the unocculted solar spectrum and the spectrum at the F ring
core as shown in Figure 4. Column 3 shows the di↵erence between the spectral signature
from the data points near or in the di↵raction signal and the unocculted solar signal,
normalized by that unocculted solar signal. These plots show little variation in signal as
a function of wavelength.
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average optical depth (⌧avg ), and a particle size distribution defined by amin
and q, with amax = 1 mm. We run a suite of models to cover the phase space
for each of these four parameters (W , ⌧avg , amin and q). Table 6 shows the
parameters used to model the solar occultations.
We use SPICE kernels and routines made available by NASA’s Navigation
and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF, 2015) to determine the geometry
of each occultation, including the position of the spacecraft and the pointing
of the instrument. We build a model of the UVIS FOV (Section 6.1) and
determine where the rings and the Sun are located in each time step of the
model. We then apply the equations described in Section 4 to determine the
total signal expected from a ring given the initial parameters. We describe
the model in more detail in the following sections.
6.1. Building the FOV
We model the UVIS solar port field of view as a set of discrete elements
that cover the angular length and width of the FOV. The size of the FOV elements (or, the number of elements used) is optimized to adequately capture
variations in the intensity of the di↵raction signal without being computationally expensive. Figure 6 shows how the intensity of the phase function
from di↵racted light varies with angular separation from the light source for
each particle size regime. From this figure, we find that for particles up to
1 millimeter in size, the intensity of the scattered light will be constant for
scattering angles less than 10 5 radians. We consider this angle, which defines the di↵raction pattern’s first minimum and before which the intensity
of the signal is nearly constant, to be the critical scattering angle. We do not
require a model with a higher resolution than the critical scattering angle.
Additionally, with the exception of a few time-steps in each model when the
ring is occulting the Sun, the angular separation between the ring particles
and the Sun are much greater than the critical scattering angle, so even lower
spatial resolutions can be applied.
To minimize the computational time required for each model, we produce
a low-resolution virtual FOV with square elements with an angular size of
10 5 ⇥ 10 5 radians for the entire FOV, and a higher-resolution (8 ⇥ 10 6
radians), smaller FOV that encompasses the region of the Sun and the F
ring for time steps when the ring is occulting (or nearly occulting) the Sun.
The slight increase in the resolution is to enhance the spatial resolution of
the Sun and the ring during the occultation.
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Following the model described by Becker et al. (2016), for each time step
of the occultation, we determine the ring-plane-intercept radius for each element in the FOV. Because the F ring is eccentric, we must calculate the
radial location of the ring at the inertial longitude of the UVIS boresight’s
ring-plane intercept. We use the F ring orbital parameters (Table 5) described by Albers et al. (2012) to calculate the ring plane radius of the F
ring. We then flag all elements that are within a distance of 12 W (the model
ring’s width) from the core as “ring elements”.
At Saturn, the Sun subtends an angle of ⇠ 1 mrad. Therefore, unlike the
stellar occultation model in Becker et al. (2016), we cannot approximate the
light source as a point source. Light emanating from all parts of the Sun will
be di↵racted by the ring particles, so we must account for the Sun’s angular
size. We reconstruct the Sun’s position in the FOV (we do not assume it is
centered in the FOV, see Section 6.3) and calculate its angular size for each
occultation assuming a solar diameter of 1,391,000 km. We build the slightly
higher-resolution FOV (8 ⇥ 10 6 radian elements) in a region encompassing
the Sun and flag all elements coincident with the Sun as “Sun elements”.

6.2. Model Signal
6.2.1. Attenuated Signal
The model signal is comprised of two parts: the transmitted signal and
the di↵racted signal. During most of the occultations, the geometry is such
that the angular extent of the F ring is smaller than that of the Sun, so
only part of the direct solar signal is attenuated. We determine the total
attenuated, transmitted signal at each time step by measuring the fraction
of the Sun that is covered by ring material. We divide the total area of the
elements that are simultaneously Sun elements and ring elements, Aocc , by
the total area of the Sun elements A . Assuming an opaque ring, the signal
from the unocculted part of the Sun during the occultation can be calculated
as
Iunocculted = I0 (1

Aocc
).
A

(8)

If such a ring were covering 10% of the Sun, the observed signal would
be Iunocculted = 0.9I0 , or 90% the total solar signal. However, the F ring is
not opaque, so we must include the attenuated light that passes through the
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Figure 6: The phase function P(✓) for di↵racted light as a function of scattering angle, ✓.
Larger particles di↵ract light with a higher intensity but over a smaller range of scattering
angles. There is a critical scattering angle for each particle size that defines the di↵raction
signal’s first minimum (Equation 1), before which the intensity of the signal is nearly
constant.
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rings. We apply the equation for normal optical depth, ⌧n , with negligible
background (Eq. 9) from Colwell et al. (2010)
I
),
(9)
I0
where I is the measured attenuated signal, and µ is the sine of the ring
opening angle B, to only the portion of the Sun being occulted:
⌧n = µ ln(

Aocc
).
(10)
A
The total signal due to attenuation by the ring is then computed as the sum
of Equations 8 and 10:
Iattenuated = I0 e

⌧avg /µ

(

Itransmitted = Iunocculted + Iattenuated .

(11)

At EUV wavelengths, the distribution of the Sun’s intensity is complex
(Amblard et al., 2008). Including the nuances of the signal variation from
the Sun is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we assume a projected
homogenous solar disk with a diameter of 1.391 million km. We note possible
e↵ects on the model results due to these assumptions in Section 7.
6.2.2. Di↵racted Signal
The contribution to the signal from the light di↵racted by the ring particles is dependent on the scattering angle between those particles and the
light source. Because the Sun is not a point source, we must calculate the
scattering angle between each ring element and every Sun element. For each
ring element, we apply Equation 3 to calculate the amount of light di↵racted
by particles in that region due to the solar signal emanating from each of the
Sun elements, based on the scattering angle between the elements, and sum
the signal to determine the overall di↵racted light by the particles in that
region of the ring. We repeat this process for all of the ring elements. Next,
we sum over the resulting signal intensity of each element and normalize by
the solid angle of the ring element. Finally, we combine the total di↵racted
light at each model point with the attenuated signal calculated in the previous section to determine the final model signal that is directly compared
with the data. The final model accounts for the transmitted solar signal that
has been attenuated through absorption and scattering by ring particles as
well as the additional solar signal caused by di↵raction from di↵erent parts
of the Sun and surrounding particles into the field of view.
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6.3. FOV Sensitivity
The UVIS Solar Port field of view is not uniformly sensitive to incoming
photons. We have conducted a full spatial analysis of the solar port FOV,
details of which can be found in Becker (2016). Figure 7 is a map of the signal
sensitivity. We use this map, and the location of each element within the
FOV, to determine by how much we reduce the theoretical signal observed
by that element. The FOV map is described by an X-Y coordinate system in
the UVIS detector frame (not that defined by Cassini SPICE kernels), where
the X-axis is the direction of increasing wavelength (across the UVIS slit)
and the Y-axis is perpendicular to that (along the UVIS slit).
As a result of this position-dependent signal strength, we must account for
the fact that the intensity of the unocculted signal, I0 , is location-dependent.
We find the Sun’s location in the FOV and extrapolate the true signal of the
incident sunlight based on the measured signal. This value, Ii , is what the
signal would have been if the FOV were to have uniform sensitivity. It is
calculated by
Ii = I0 /S

(12)

where S is the percent reduction of the solar signal due to the non-uniform
sensitivity of the instrument FOV. When we calculate the di↵raction signal,
we assume the incident intensity of the light is Ii on all particles. We reduce
the final model signal from each FOV element by a value S determined by
the location of the model element within the instrument FOV.
We implement one additional step for calculating S for the o↵set Rev 9
occultation. If we assume the C-kernel that describes the instrument pointing
is correct for this occultation, the resulting decrease in solar signal is not
consistent with the observed 2,000 counts described in Section 1. Since the
Sun is at the very edge of the FOV, even an extremely small o↵set from
the C-kernel position can cause a drastic change in counts, unlike when the
Sun is more closely centered in the FOV (Fig. 7). Therefore, we assume a
solar count signal close to that observed in the next solar occultation (Rev43:
85,000 counts per second) and shift the Sun along the X-axis of the model
FOV such that the resulting unocculted signal is the observed 2000 counts
per second. We assume the slight o↵set is in the X-direction because the
dropo↵ in signal is much steeper along the X-axis (corresponding almost
entirely to the percentage of the Sun visible to the instrument) compared
with the dropo↵ along with y-direction. We find that an adjustment in the
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x-direction of 0.139 mrads decreases the solar signal to that observed in the
Rev 9 occultation, a minor o↵set in the C-kernel pointing, compared with
the 1 mrad adjustment required if the shift were along the Y-axis. This o↵set
is well within the pointing errors of the reconstructed C-kernel.

Figure 7: The characterization of the solar port field of view sensitivity. Dark blue to
light blue indicates the percent decrease in sensitivity relative to the maximum signal, as
shown in the scale. The x- and y- axes correspond to the x- and y-axes of the solar port
FOV. This map was created through the analysis of multiple calibration scans executed
by Cassini. Details can be found in Becker (2016).

6.4. Model Parameters
We use our forward-modeling approach to reproduce the observed UVIS
light curves. We explore the parameter space for four variables that we input
into the model: the width of the ring (W), the average optical depth of the
F ring (⌧avg ), the minimum size in the particle size distribution (amin ) and
the slope of the power-law size distribution (q). While there are variations
in the optical depth of the F ring, the ring itself is not resolved in the solar
occultations due to the large projected size of the Sun. We therefore assume
a constant, average optical depth across the ring. This can be a limitation
of the model; however, we do briefly explore the more realistic scenario of an
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F ring core with a higher optical depth embedded in a broader envelope of
particles with a di↵erent size distribution in Section 6.4.4. In the following
sections, we discuss the input parameters.
6.4.1. amin and q
We use constraints on the particle size distribution of the F ring from
previous observations to guide our model inputs. The Voyager RSS occultation (Tyler et al., 1983) did not detect the F ring envelope at either of its
wavelength bands (3.6 cm and 13 cm), placing an upper limit of ⇠ 1 mm
on the F ring particles outside of the core. A lower bound of ⇠ 1µm is set
by the Cassini VIMS data, which show no spike in the F ring optical depth
at a wavelength of 3.1 microns, indicating a depletion of sub-micron-sized
particles (Hedman et al., 2011). They find that a broken power-law size distribution for the F ring is required to fit the data: a shallow distribution for
particles  10µm, and a value of q = 3.5 for the particles with radii larger
than 10µm and smaller than an assumed 1 mm maximum particle size. Observations from the HST occultation of the star GSC5249-01240 also led Bosh
et al. (2002) to conclude that no significant population of sub-micron-sized
particles exist in the F ring region.
Based on these observations, we place a maximum particle size, amax = 1
mm, for all models, and we vary our minimum particle size amin between
1µm and 500µm in radius. We also test a series of q values, from q = 2.7 to
q = 4. See Table 6 for the values used for amin and q. We run the same suite
of particle size distribution parameters for every occultation and every input
for W and ⌧avg of the ring.
Figure 8 shows how varying the particle size distributions a↵ects the
resulting di↵raction signal during a solar occultation, and therefore the observed light curve. The smaller particles di↵ract light at a larger angular
extent, so a ring with small (tens of microns) particles will begin di↵racting
light before the ring has even begun occulting the Sun and after the occultation has finished (see blue stars in Figure 8). When we then include the direct,
attenuated signal (red ‘X’), we see that the final light curve (solid blue
line) for a model with a small minimum particle size has a deep dip
and small increase over the unocculted signal (di↵raction “ears”)
immediately before or after the dip. The larger particles di↵ract the
incident sunlight over a narrower cone (green squares). The di↵racted signal
e↵ectively works to decrease the depth of the light curve dip by replacing
much of the sunlight that is removed by the particles through absorption,
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reflection and di↵raction. The result (solid green line) for a model with
a relatively larger minimum particle size is a shallower dip, with
little to no indication of di↵raction signals on either side of of that
dip.

Figure 8: Solar occultation model for two di↵erent minimum particle sizes. All other
parameters are the same. The model with amin = 10µm (blue stars) produces a di↵raction
signal that is broad, while the model with amin = 500µm (green squares) produces a
di↵raction signal that has a higher intensity, but more narrowly distributed. The red ‘X’
shows the modeled attenuated signal caused by the removal of sunlight as the ring occults
the Sun, which is independent of the particle size (it only depends on the width and optical
depth of the ring). When the di↵raction signals are combined with the attenuated signal,
we find that the final model signal for the model with amin = 10µm (blue solid line)
has a deeper light curve and small signal “di↵raction ears” before and after the signal
dip. The final model with amin = 500µm (green solid line) has a shallower dip and no
detectable additional signal above the baseline unocculted solar signal. This example uses
the geometry of Rev 43 for a model ring with W = 500 km and ⌧avg = 0.05.

6.4.2. Ring Width W
Initially we expected to model the traditional F ring core, a narrow ring
⇠ 50 km across. However, we quickly found that models with such a small
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width could not reproduce any data set. As a result, we recognized that
the light curve was reflective of the much broader F ring envelope, since no
models of a thin ring could match the data. Therefore we test models with
a F ring widths equal to 100 km, 250 km, 350 km, and 500 km. We also
run models for W = 580 km to test the value of the ring width derived by
French et al. (2012). Figure 9 illustrates how the model is a↵ected by the
ring width. The size of the ring has a critical e↵ect on the overall light curve:
the ring width determines how much of the Sun is covered by the particles
and therefore how much light is extinguished during the occultation. A wider
ring with the same optical depth as a thinner ring provides more particles
to di↵ract light throughout the occultation, producing the observed peaks
above the baseline, direct solar signal (di↵raction ears) on either side of the
dip in the light curve.

Figure 9: Solar occultation model for varying F ring widths. When all other parameters
are constant, the width a↵ects how much of the Sun is covered during the occultation,
reducing the light curve dip, and the availability of more particles to di↵ract light during
the occultation, creating the observed di↵raction ears adjacent to the light curve dip.

6.4.3. Average Optical Depth ⌧avg
For all models of the rings, we use three optical depths: ⌧avg = 0.03, 0.05, 0.07.
These values were determined based on initial modeling. As we began analyzing results, we found that the models with larger widths typically produced
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better fits to the data, so we included two additional average optical depths,
⌧avg = 0.02, and 0.035, for ring models with W = 500, 580 km.
6.4.4. Embedded Core
We briefly explore the e↵ects of including a narrow F ring core of relatively higher optical depth embedded within the wide F ring envelope in our
modeling e↵orts. Figure 10 is an example of the resulting model. We model
the two rings entirely independently, then combine their di↵raction and attenuated signals. Figure 10 shows, as expected, that the overall depletion of
counts increases when a core of higher optical depth is included in the model.
The shape of the dip is also a↵ected by the embedded core.
Although such a model is feasible, adding an F ring core with its own set of
parameters adds several additional free parameters. Furthermore, the higher
optical depths in the F ring core would necessitate a model that includes
multiple scattering to properly model the di↵raction signals produced in this
region of the F ring. For this paper, we focus on a uniform F ring with a
given ⌧avg that best accounts for the higher optical depth in the core as well
as the lower optical depth in the di↵use F ring envelope.
6.5. Occultation Timing
An additional uncertainty in the models is the exact timing of the occultation. Since the evaluation of the models is based on a direct comparison
of the model light curve and the data at each time step of the observation,
a small o↵set of the ring-encounter time can drastically a↵ect the resulting
model’s fit to the data. This is especially true for observations with longer
integration periods. Although we calculate the position of the F ring based
on its orbital parameters (Section 6), variability of the F ring core’s radial
distance from Saturn can result in a model where the occultation begins
slightly earlier or later than observed. To account for this issue, we run 2-3
models with slightly di↵erent start times for most occultations with integration periods > 1 second and use the model that provides the best fit to the
data. Figure 11 shows identical models of the Rev 55 (I) solar occultation
that have occultation start times with 1 second di↵erences. This observation
has a 4 second integration period and so the three models capture di↵erent
parts of the light curve as the ring occults the Sun.
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Figure 10: Solar occultation model of an F ring with a core embedded in a larger envelope
of particles. The input parameters of the core are: amin = 100µm, ⌧avg = 0.10, W = 50
km. The parameters for the envelope are: amin = 10µm, ⌧avg = 0.05, W = 500 km. For
both rings, q = 4.0 and amax = 1mm. As expected, embedding a narrow core decreases
the model counts at the time that the core occults the Sun, but does not contribute much
to creating a signal above of the unocculted baseline solar signal.
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Figure 11: Three identical models of the Rev 55 (I) solar occultation, but with 1 second
o↵sets in the occultation start times. Because the observations have a 4-second integration
period, a slight o↵set in the timing of the model point acquisition compared with the data
point acquisition results in a di↵erent sampling of the ring. We run the suite of models
2-3 times for each occultation with integration periods longer than 1 second and use the
models with the best visible and 2⌫ fits. For the case of Rev 55 (I), we use the occultation
start time that produces the third plot in this figure.
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7. Results
We produce light curve models of each occultation for every combination
of input parameters described in Section 6.4. We evaluate each model by performing a direct comparison of each data point as a function of ring location
and the corresponding model points and calculating the reduced 2 ( 2⌫ ). As
discussed in Section 2, several UVIS occultation datasets show signatures of
di↵racted light while others appear to have no di↵raction signals or possible
detections of signals. These results appear to correlate with the ISS images
of collisional activity or quiescence in the F ring at the time and longitude
of the UVIS occultations. We use our models to assess potential correlations
with the detection of UVIS di↵raction signatures and physical properties of
the F ring, such as the particle size distribution, the optical depth and the
width of the ring.
Although we model the F ring assuming homogeneity across the width
of the ring, we cannot assume azimuthal homogeneity of the F ring. During
the course of the occultation (typically 20 60 seconds), the ring particles
will have moved substantially along their orbit. At an orbital velocity of
approximately 20 km/s, the ring particles will be displaced by 400 - 1200 km,
which corresponds to anywhere between 0.023 0.17 , depending on the line
of sight distance of Cassini to the rings at the time of the observation. The
angular diameter of the Sun is 0.056 . Thus, a region of the F ring with a very
di↵erent particle population could be occulting the Sun at the end of the solar
occultation than was occulting the Sun at the beginning of the occultation.
Therefore, in addition to modeling the entire occultation light curve, we also
evaluate the best fitting models to the ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ edges of the ring
individually. The split between the inner and outer edges was determined by
calculating the midpoint in time of the occultation. The best-fit parameters
for all three ring models (full ring, inner edge, and outer edge) are shown in
Figures 12 - 14 for each occultation. This split is essentially modeling two
independent regions of the ring (beginning and end of occultation); however,
we use inner and outer ring edge as a reference to the location of the data
and models along the light curve.
7.1. Assessing the Results
Because there is some degeneracy in results produced by varying amin and
q (Becker et al., 2016), as well as in the results produced by variations of W
and ⌧avg , we also assess the best fitting models’ e↵ective particle size, aef f
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and equivalent depth, Wd , which combine these parameters. We calculate
the e↵ective particle size as presented in Cuzzi et al. (2009), following the
equation
vR
u amax 4
u
a n(a)da
aef f = t Raamin
.
(13)
max
a2 n(a)da
amin
We define the equivalent depth as

Wd = W ⌧avg .

(14)

Wd and aef f combine the four free parameters into two, and can be used to
more easily evaluate the di↵erences between the best fitting models of each
occultation.
For each occultation, we evaluate the best fitting models in three categories: amin = 1µm, 1µm < amin  10µm, and amin
50µm. In the first
column of Figures 12 - 14, we show the best fitting model from each of these
three categories. This illustrates where models with small, medium, or large
amin fit or do not fit the data.
Our results show that models with a size distribution with amin = 1µm
are often a good, if not the best fit to many of the occultations. Although a
population of particles of this size has not been observed in previous observations, the short wavelengths of UVIS and the unique geometry of Cassini
may enable the first detection of such a population. While these results could
therefore have real implications for a persistent population of 1µm particles
in the F ring, we note that models with this size distribution introduce another degeneracy in the results. When the majority of the particles are 1µm,
they di↵ract much of the light outside of the UVIS FOV. Therefore, a model
with amin = 1µm and a relatively small equivalent depth can produce a similar light curve depth as a model with a large amin and larger equivalent
depth, while also lacking strong di↵raction ‘ears’ beyond the ring edges because the light has been completely di↵racted out of the FOV. Thus, while
the results that show amin = 1µm models are the best fit may be real, it may
also be a degeneracy in the model. Furthermore, we do not note any strong
correlations with these results and the presence of a UVIS di↵raction signal.
Since our goal is to look for systematic changes in the F ring properties, we
report the best fitting models for size distributions with both amin = 1µm
and amin > 1µm in Table 7.
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In the second column of Figures 12 - 14, we show a contour plot of the
goodness of fit of Wd vs. aef f . In order to capture slight changes in 2⌫ while
also plotting all results on the same contour color scheme, we plot ( 2⌫ ) on a
logarithmic scale, with dark blue indicating regions of models with the best
fits to the data.
We record the best fit parameters for models with amin = 1µm and amin >
1µm in Table 7. The table displays the best-fit model’s amin , q, ⌧avg , and
W , as well as the resulting equivalent depth (Wd ) and e↵ective particle size
(aef f ), which we round to two significant figures.
We note here that the quantitative results from our models could be
a↵ected by neglecting limb darkening in our model. If the true angular
disk of the Sun in the UV is smaller than that modeled here as a result of
limb darkening, then our modeling e↵orts will favor larger ring widths than
they would for a smaller disk. Additionally, the di↵raction “ears” would be
detected at distances farther from the (smaller) Sun than currently modeled,
and therefore would indicate that a smaller e↵ective particle size would likely
be necessary to properly fit the data.
7.1.1. Occultations with Di↵raction Signatures
Rev 43 (E): We begin with the Rev 43 (E) solar occultation since it
was the clearest case of a properly-pointed solar occultation during which a
di↵raction signature was detected. In this data set, there were multiple data
points that were 3 detections of light above the baseline, unocculted solar
signal. Compared to some of the model fits to other occultations, however,
the 2⌫ of the best fitting models for Rev 43 (E) are relatively high, even for
the individual ring edges. Although the general shape of the light curve is
well reproduced, including the depth of the occulted signal and the overall
strength of the di↵raction signal, the model still results in a relatively poor
fit numerically. The 2⌫ is a reflection of the fit to each data point and is
therefore sensitive to the fact that the magnitude of the signal at each time
step in the light curve are o↵set. For example, in the outer ring edge model
(bottom left figure for Rev 43, Fig. 12), the number of counts per second
is predicted to be lower at each time step than is seen in the data. This is
likely caused by our simplistic model of a constant optical depth across the
F ring; as seen in the ISS images in Figure 2, the shape and optical depth of
the ring are likely much more complex, especially in a region with a recent
collisional event. Since the shape of the F ring light curve and the intensity
of the di↵raction signature are visibly good fits to the data, we trust the
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resulting implications for particle size distribution and equivalent depth of
the ring despite the large values of 2⌫ .
The Rev 43 (E) results show that for the outer F ring edge, a size distribution with a slope consistent with collisional activity (q = 3.2) and a small
minimum particle size (amin = 2.5µm) fits the data best, assuming a high
optical depth (⌧ = 0.07) and a relatively thin F ring (W = 350 km). Despite
the width, the resulting equivalent depth (Wd = 24.5) is the largest of any
occultation, with the exception of the inner edge of Rev 43 (E). The e↵ective
particle size for this model is 219µm.
The inner edge of the F ring is best modeled by either a steep particle
size distribution with amin = 1µm, q = 4.0, or a moderately-sloped size
distribution with amin = 100µm and q = 3.2. As discussed in the beginning
of this section, the 1µm model fits well because a significant amount of the
signal is di↵racted out of the FOV, resulting in a model with no di↵raction
ear and therefore fits the data for the inner edge of the F ring well. Focusing
on the models with amin > 1µm, we find that for the inner F ring, where
no di↵raction signature was detected, aef f = 430µm, which is approximately
twice as large as that of the outer F ring edge, where a di↵raction signature
was detected. We also find that the equivalent depth of the inner F ring is
slightly larger than that of the outer F ring edge, and that both are very
large compared to any other occultation event. This could be the result of
the observed collision, causing a release of ring particles on the order of a
few microns in size, that increase the optical depth of the ring in the UV.
Rev 9 (I): This occultation is complicated by the unknowns of the exact
location of the Sun in the FOV and the variation in the unocculted solar
signal; however, models with small minimum particle sizes do a relatively
good job of reproducing the complicated shape of the Rev 9 (I) occultation.
Since only a small portion of the Sun was visible in the FOV, it is likely that
the full ring model best represents the F ring at the time of the occultation,
although the best fitting models for each ring region have similar results.
The best fitting model of the full ring reproduces the observed horns in the
data, though the dip in the center of the occultation, when the ring is fully
blocking the Sun, is not quite as deep as seen in the data. The e↵ective
particle size of the F ring is the same for the 1µm fit as the 2.5µm fit (193
microns). The equivalent depths (7.5 km) are generally consistent among
all the best fitting models as well, but are the smallest of any of the solar
occultation events.
Rev 55 (E): For the Rev 55 (E) occultation, the models fit the light curve
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relatively well, but do not completely capture the extent of the di↵raction
signal. Still, the best fitting models indicate the outer ring edge has an
e↵ective particle size of 219µm and an equivalent depth of 15 km. The inner
ring edge requires aef f = 410µm and Wd = 20.3 km. Like for the Rev 43 (E)
models, the e↵ective particle size of the inner edge of the ring (where no UVIS
di↵raction signature was detected) requires an e↵ective particle size nearly
twice the value required for the outer ring edge (where a UVIS di↵raction
signal was detected). Also similarly, the equivalent depth for the inner ring
edge (edge with a di↵raction signature) is slightly higher than the outer edge,
which lacks a di↵raction signature.
Rev 62 (E): This occultation is the most difficult to model, in part due
to the few data points collected during the occultation because of Cassini’s
shorter line of sight distance to the rings. At the inner ring edge, the model
fits well, closely reproducing the shape and signal magnitude of the data. The
best fitting model indicates aef f = 510µm and Wd = 17.5 km. The outer
edge is not well reproduced by the model. Like with Rev 43 (E), this could
be the result of our simplistic assumption of the optical depth; however, in
this case, the best fitting model does not adequately replicate the depth of
the F ring light curve or produce what would be a detectable signal. The
best fitting model shows aef f = 740µm and Wd = 20.3 km. Unlike for the
other three models, these results indicate that the ring region that produces
di↵raction has a larger e↵ective particle size and equivalent depth than the
side of the ring that does not produce di↵raction. However, the reduced 2⌫
of this fit is the worst of all ring edges, and so all the fit parameters are highly
suspect.
Summary: For both Rev 43 (E) and Rev 55 (E), the e↵ective particle
size near the edge where a di↵raction signature was detected was equal to
219 microns, while on the edge of the ring where a di↵raction signature was
not detected, the particle size was > 400 microns. In Rev 9 (I), for which
di↵raction is detected across the entire occultation, the e↵ective particle size
is 132 microns. Rev 62 (E) does not follow this trend; however, due to
the poor fits, we do not have high confidence in the model results of this
occultation. We note the emerging trend that the ring edges with UVIS
di↵raction signatures tend to be best reproduced by models with smaller
e↵ective particle sizes, and the regions without di↵raction signatures have
larger e↵ective particle sizes.
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7.1.2. Occultations without Di↵raction Signatures
Rev 59 (I): Our models appear to reproduce the F ring light curve
during the Rev 59 (I) solar occultation very well (Figure 13). Despite being
a relatively long occultation, a simple optical depth profile seems to capture
signal from the entire light curve and the individual ring regions. The best
fitting models with amin > 1µm show that the outer edge is best modeled
using aef f = 710µm and Wd = 17.5 km. The inner ring edge similarly
suggests Wd = 17.5 km, and aef f = 510µm. The goodness of fit as well as
the similar resulting properties of both ring regions suggest the F ring was
in fact quiescent and somewhat uniform during this occultation.
We note here that the best fitting models for the outer edge indicate
amin = 1µm, but that this model results in a very low e↵ective particle
size (aef f = 30µm), low optical depth (⌧ = 0.02), and low equivalent depth
(Wd = 10 km). Although we cannot rule this model out, the models with
a slightly larger amin fit the data well and are more consistent with other
results in this work and previous studies.
Rev 62 (I): The second solar occultation without any clear di↵raction
signatures is Rev 62 (I). The best fitting models for amin > 1µm show that
aef f = 740µm and Wd = 15 km for the outer ring edge and aef f = 400µm
and Wd = 11.6 km for the inner ring edge. Although the equivalent depth
is slightly smaller than the Rev 59 (I) occultation, the e↵ective particle sizes
are similar.
Summary: The e↵ective particle size for both occultations with no
di↵raction signatures ranges from 400 740 microns, similar to the values
detected for the non-di↵raction signature edge of the F ring in the previous
section. Both edges of both occultations have moderate to high equivalent
depth values (11.6 - 17.5 km).
7.1.3. Occultations with Possible Di↵raction Signatures
Rev 55 (I): There is a possible detection of a UVIS di↵raction signature
interior to the F ring core in Rev 55 (I). The best models produce a small
di↵raction signature that does not extend as far as the one apparent in the
data. The best fitting model of the inner edge does suggest a small e↵ective
particle size of 160 microns and an equivalent depth of 10 km, while the best
fitting model for the outer ring edge (without a UVIS di↵raction signature
detection) shows a larger e↵ective particle size (aef f = 710µm) and a slightly
larger equivalent depth of 15 km.
Rev 65 (I): The best fitting model results show a similar pattern to Rev
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55 (I): aef f = 190µm and Wd = 10 km for the ring edge with a possible
di↵raction signature, while the models for the ring edge without a di↵raction
signature show aef f = 390µm and Wd = 11.6 km. The best fitting models
nearly capture the extent of the potential di↵raction signature and reproduce
the shape of the light curve fairly well.
Rev 65 (E): Although Rev 65 (E) was a close observation and therefore
has fewer data points defining the occultation, the models replicate the light
curve well, including the outer ring edge with a possible di↵raction signature.
The best results for the outer ring edge shows aef f = 70µm and Wd = 10 km.
The results for the inner ring edge, where no potential di↵raction signature
was identified, show aef f = 740µm and Wd = 20.3 km, again consistent with
the observed correlation between smaller aef f and di↵raction signatures.
Rev 66 (I): This solar occultation shows a potential di↵raction signature
interior to the F ring based on only one 3 data point. The best fitting model
to reproduce the F ring light curve of the inner ring edge has an aef f = 70µm
and Wd = 10.5 km. The outer ring edge results in aef f = 50µm and Wd =
10 km. While the ring edge with a di↵raction signature is consistent with
other findings, the very small e↵ective particles side of the outer ring edge is
inconsistent.
Rev 66 (E): Somewhat surprisingly, the best fitting models to the Rev
66 (E) data are the ones that do not break up the ring into regions. For
consistency, we still report the results from the inner and outer ring edge. In
this occultation, both ring edges have possible detections of a UVIS di↵raction signature. For the outer ring edge, aef f = 330µm and Wd = 10.5 km.
The inner ring edge best fitting models find aef f = 710µm and Wd = 15 km.
If we use the emerging correlation pattern that ring edges with di↵raction
signatures are best reproduced using models with relatively small e↵ective
particle sizes, then the di↵erence between ring edges in this occultation could
suggest that the di↵raction signature detection near the outer ring edge is
real, while the inner ring edge di↵raction signature is not.
Summary: These occultations show a possible detection of a di↵raction
signature on one edge of the F ring. The models have trouble capturing both
the light curve during the occultation by the ring and the di↵raction signal
simultaneously. Still, with the exception of Rev 66 (I), the e↵ective particle
size of all of the ring edges without possible di↵raction signatures was at least
twice the e↵ective particle size determined for the ring edge with a possible
detection of a di↵raction signature. This di↵erence in e↵ective particle size
is also consistent with the di↵erence between occultations with and without
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clear di↵raction signatures; the e↵ective particle size seems to be less than
⇠ 300µm for the majority of di↵raction detections or possible detections,
while ring edges with no di↵raction signature detections are best reproduced
by models with aef f > 400µm.
8. Summary
In this work we have analyzed eleven solar occultations by Saturn’s F ring
observed by Cassini UVIS. We model the competing light curves produced by
the removal of direct sunlight by ring particles through absorption, scattering
and di↵raction, and the addition of sunlight through the di↵raction of the
indirect solar signal into the instrument’s field of view. In four of the eleven
solar occultations, we detected additional light above the direct, unocculted
solar signal just before and/or after the F ring occults the Sun, indicative of
unambiguous di↵racted light. In the case of the misaligned Rev 9 occultation,
when most of the Sun was placed outside of the FOV, the added light due
to di↵raction stretches across the entire region of the F ring. The solar
signal is di↵racted by the sub-mm particles in Saturn’s F ring during every
occultation, but the detection of the di↵raction signatures before or after
the occultation requires a population of particles that can di↵ract light more
broadly, such as particles on the order of 10-50 microns or smaller. Larger
particles di↵ract more narrowly, essentially reducing the depth of the light
curve produced by the F ring occultation. If di↵raction in the F ring is not
properly accounted for, the F ring will appear to have a lower optical depth
than in reality.
Our spectral analysis revealed a flat spectrum with no variation in transmission or in the shape of the F ring light curve as a function of wavelength,
indicating the ring particles are much larger than the UV wavelengths and
therefore have a radius of at least 0.2µm.
Through our analysis and modeling of solar occultations by the F ring,
we find that in most of the observations there must be a region of small (submm) particles that extends ⇠ 500 km in radius, which is in agreement with
the analysis by French et al. (2012). We find that the equivalent depth of the
ring is typically between 7.5 and 25 km depending on the size distribution of
the ring particles. This is larger than the equivalent depths determined by
observations using longer wavelengths (Bosh et al., 2002). From our models,
we find that if the e↵ective particle size is small, then smaller equivalent
depths are favored, whereas for larger e↵ective particle sizes, a larger equiv39

Figure 12: Model Results for UVIS Occultations with Di↵raction Signatures: Rev 43 (E).
The left column shows the data in black, and the best fit models for amin = 1µm (pink
diamonds), 1 < amin  10µm (orange triangles) and amin > 10µm (blue stars). The full
light curve model is shown on top, followed by the inner ring model in the middle, and
the outer ring edge model at the bottom. The right column shows the contour plot for
equivalent depth vs. e↵ective particle size, 40
with dark blue contours representing the best
models and light colors representing the worst. The contours are determined by taking
the natural log of the 2⌫ results for each model. The color bar associated with the contour
plot indicates the color as a function of 2⌫ .

Figure 12 (cont.): Model Results for UVIS Occultations with Di↵raction Signatures: Rev
9 (I)
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Figure 12 (cont.): Model Results for UVIS Occultations with Di↵raction Signatures: Rev
55 (E).
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Figure 12 (cont.): Model Results for UVIS Occultations with Di↵raction Signatures: Rev
62 (E).
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Figure 13: Model Results for UVIS Occultations with No Di↵raction Signatures: Rev 59
(I). The first column shows the best fitting models to the light curves and the second
column shows the contour plot for equivalent depth vs. e↵ective particle size, as described
in Figure 12.
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Figure 13 (cont.): Model Results for UVIS Occultations with No Di↵raction Signatures:
Rev 62 (I)
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Figure 14: Model Results for UVIS Occultations with Possible Di↵raction Signatures: Rev
55 (I). The first column shows the best fitting models to the light curves and the second
column shows the contour plot for equivalent depth vs. e↵ective particle size, as described
in Figure 12.
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Figure 14 (cont.): Model Results for UVIS Occultations with Possible Di↵raction Signatures: Rev 65 (I)
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Figure 14 (cont.): Model Results for UVIS Occultations with Possible Di↵raction Signatures: Rev 65 (E)
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Figure 14 (cont.): Model Results for UVIS Occultations with Possible Di↵raction Signatures: Rev 66 (I)
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Figure 14 (cont.): Model Results for UVIS Occultations with Possible Di↵raction Signatures: Rev 66 (E)
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alent depth is preferred. The equivalent depth of the F ring during the Rev
43 (E) occultation is approximately twice the equivalent depth of most other
occultations for any e↵ective particle size. This appears to be due to the
large collisional event described by (Murray et al., 2008) that occurred only
months earlier in the same region of the ring.
Our modeling e↵orts generally show that the best fitting models to occultations where unambiguous di↵raction signatures are detected require a
minimum particle size  50 microns, while occultations that do not show
any additional signal above the direct, baseline solar signal require either a
larger minimum particle size ( 100 microns) or a shallow size distribution
slope (small q), meaning the relative dominance of the smallest particles in
the distribution is less. However, we do find some ambiguity in the models
due to the multiple free parameters which include the average optical depth
and width of the F ring, and the slope and minimum particle size of the size
distribution. For example, a ring with a small amin and low optical depth ⌧avg
can produce a similar light curve to a ring with a larger amin and a high value
for ⌧avg . The models with larger amin values, however, cannot reproduce the
observed di↵raction signatures detected just before or after the occultation
occurs.
Using the e↵ective particle size (aef f ) instead, we find a trend that shows
the F ring edges with a clear di↵raction signature typically have aef f values
of < 300 microns, while edges without clear UVIS di↵raction signatures are
best reproduced by models with aef f value of > 400 microns. We also note a
trend in which the ring edge with a di↵raction signature usually has a slightly
smaller equivalent depth than the edge without the di↵raction signature in
the same occultation. This may simply reflect variation in the ring, or may
be related to a real change in either the optical depth or radial spread of the
particles near and perhaps downstream from a collision.
When we compare our results for the UVIS occultations to ISS images of
the same longitude in the F ring within a few weeks of the occultation, we
find that the ISS images reveal signatures of a collisional event in the F ring
core during all occultations in which an unambiguous di↵raction signature
is detected in the UVIS data. Similarly, the ISS images reveal a quiescent F
ring at locations in which the UVIS occultation did not capture a di↵raction
signature. This suggests that the local variations detected in the UVIS data
are reflective of ongoing activity in the F ring. The consistency between
the ISS images, the UVIS occultation data, and the computational models
suggest that the F ring envelope has a varying particle size distribution in
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which the smallest particles are replenished after observable collisional events
occur in the F ring core. The strongest case for this scenario is the Rev 43
(E) solar occultation, during which one of the most prominent di↵raction
signals is observed in the UVIS data. The part of the ring that occulted the
Sun during the Rev 43 (E) occultation was, serendipitously, the location of
a very large disturbance in the F ring that was observed and described by
(Murray et al., 2008) and produced a long-lasting brightening of the entire
ring (French et al., 2012). The connection between the strongest di↵raction
signature in properly-pointed UVIS solar occultations and the occultation of
one of the most notable large collisional events in the F ring strengthens the
argument that the variations of the F ring described in this paper correspond
to physical changes of the ring due to ongoing collisional events in Saturn’s
F ring.
Saturn’s F ring is a dynamically-excited system. The particle size distribution of Saturn’s F ring is a reflection of the on-going accretion processes
countered by disruptive, collisional processes. Our analysis shows that it is
not only the clearly-observed F ring core that is changing, but that the envelope of material that surrounds the ring is also continually evolving. UVIS
solar occultations in which unambiguous di↵raction signatures are observed
appear to correspond with ISS images that show large collisional events in
the ring, indicating an increase in the concentration of the smallest particles
or an alteration of the particle size distribution through the release of very
small particles that are short-lived in the ring envelope, or both. The size
distribution of particles and the radial extent over which they are dispersed
can be used to characterize the energy of the collisions that release them,
which can constrain the origin and evolution of Saturn’s complex F ring.
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Table 2: ISS F Ring Mosaics
Associated UVIS

ISS Observation Name

Solar Occultation
Rev 9 (I)

Start Time

End Time

(Year-DOY Time)

(Year-DOY Time)

ISS 006RI LPHRLFMOV001 PRIME

2005-103 02:37:10.226

2005-103 16:22:52.908

Rev 43 (E)

ISS 043RF FMOVIE001 VIMS

2007-108 02:36:35.536

2007-108 18:16:31.164

Rev 55 (I)

ISS 055RI LPMRDFMOV001 PRIME

2008-007 08:03:09.201

2008-007 22:59:18.822

Rev 55 (E)

ISS 055RF FMOVIE001 VIMS

2007-365 15:47:29.178

2008-001 05:16:28.819

Rev 59 (I)

ISS 059RF FMOVIE002 VIMS

2008-055 12:27:08.913

2008-056 04:21:11.493

Rev 62 (I)

ISS 061RI LPMRDFMOV001 PRIME

2008-075 10:14:08.761

2008-076 00:19:38.402

Rev 62 (E)

ISS 061RI LPMRDFMOV001 PRIME

2008-075 10:14:08.761

2008-076 00:19:38.402

Rev 65 (I)

ISS 067RI AZSCAN001 PRIME

2008-131 06:32:20.126

2008-131 14:55:37.897

Rev 65 (E)

ISS 067RI AZSCAN001 PRIME

2008-131 06:32:20.126

2008-131 14:55:37.897

Rev 66 (I)

ISS 067RI AZSCAN001 PRIME

2008-131 06:32:20.126

2008-131 14:55:37.897

Rev 66 (E)

ISS 067RI AZSCAN001 PRIME

2008-131 06:32:20.126

2008-131 14:55:37.897

Details of the ISS mosaics that are compared with the UVIS solar occultations. The start
and end times represent UTC start and end times for the ISS observations used to create
the mosaic.
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Table 3: UVIS Di↵raction Signatures and ISS Collision Features
Occultation

UVIS Signature

ISS Collision Feature

Rev 9 (I)

yes

yes

Rev 43 (E)

yes

yes

Rev 55 (E)

yes

yes

Rev 62 (E)

yes

yes

Rev 59 (I)

no

no

Rev 62 (I)

no

no

Rev 55 (I)

possible

old collision

Rev 65 (I)

possible

no

Rev 65 (E)

possible

possible

Rev 66 (I)

possible

no

Rev 66 (E)

possible

possible

For each solar occultation we indicate whether a di↵raction signature was detected, not
detected, or possibly detected in the UVIS data and whether or not the corresponding
ISS mosaics indicate a recent collisional event near the longitude of the F ring region
that occulted the Sun in the UVIS data. Note that clear detections of di↵racted light
in the UVIS data correspond with clear collisional events in the ISS images, while clear
non-detections in the UVIS data correspond with quiescent ring regions in the ISS images.
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Table 4: Slope Parameters for Spectral
Occultation

A

B

Rev 9 (I)

-0.123

0.164

0.0010

0.0019

-0.166

0.037

0.0024

0.0004

Rev 43 (I)

-0.0953

0.0128

-0.000106

0.00014

-0.0059

0.0064

0.00013

7.22E-5

Rev 55 (I)

-0.011

0.015

-0.00044

0.00017

-0.029

0.0123

0.00039

0.00014

Rev 55 (E)

-0.099

0.0138

4.96E-05

0.00016

-0.014

0.0098

0.00024

0.00011

Rev 59 (I)

-0.0051

0.017

-0.00044

0.00019

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A

A (di↵racted)

B

Adif f

B (di↵racted)

Bdif f

Rev 62 (I)

-0.0708

0.0136

0.00043

0.00015

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Rev 62 (E)

-0.0977

0.0163

-7.93E-06

0.00018

-0.0079

0.0101

0.000127

0.000114

Rev 65 (I)

-0.0669

0.0212

0.00047

0.00024

-0.00167

0.00794

4.24E-05

8.92E-05

Rev 65 (E)

-0.0752

0.01488

-1.92E-05

0.000167

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Rev 66 (I)

-0.0519

0.01462

0.00021

0.00016

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Rev 66 (E)

-0.0153

0.0162

-0.00066

0.00018

0.0056

0.0083

-4.69E-05

9.36E-05

The best-fit parameters in the linear equation y = A + Bx for each occultation, where x is
the wavelength in nm and y is the value (Icore I0 )/I0 , as shown in Figs 4 and 5. A and
B represent the 1- uncertainties on parameters A and B, respectively. We apply the
same linear fit where y is the value (Idif f raction I0 )/I0 to find the best-fit parameters A
(di↵racted), B (di↵racted), and their uncertainties Adif f and Bdif f .

Table 5: F Ring Orbital Parameters
asm (km)
140221.3

e
2.35 ⇥ 10

i (deg)
3

6.43 ⇥ 10

⌦ (deg)

!
˜ (deg)

deg
⌦˙ ( day
)

deg
!
˜˙ ( day
)

15.0

24.2

-2.6877

2.7025

3

Values listed are from (Albers et al., 2012) for Epoch J2000. asm is the semi-major axis,
e is the eccentricity, i is the inclination, ⌦ is the longitude of the ascending node, !
˜ is the
longitude of pericenter, ⌦˙ is the regression rate, and !
˜˙ is the procession rate of the F ring.
The longitudes are measured prograde from the ascending node of Saturn’s equatorial
plane on Earth’s J2000 equator.
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Table 6: Variable Parameter Space
W (km)

⌧avg

amin (µm)

q

100

0.03, 0.05, 0.07

1, 2.5, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500

2.7, 3.0, 3.2, 3.5, 3.7, 4.0

250

0.03, 0.05, 0.07

1, 2.5, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500

2.7, 3.0, 3.2, 3.5, 3.7, 4.0

350

0.03, 0.05, 0.07

1, 2.5, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500

2.7, 3.0, 3.2, 3.5, 3.7, 4.0

500

0.02, 0.03, 0.035, 0.05, 0.07

1, 2.5, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500

2.7, 3.0, 3.2, 3.5, 3.7, 4.0

580

0.02, 0.03, 0.035, 0.05, 0.07

1, 2.5, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500

2.7, 3.0, 3.2, 3.5, 3.7, 4.0

Parameters used for each suite of models. W is the F ring width, ⌧avg is the average optical
depth of the ring, amin is the minimum particle size and q is the slope of the particle size
distribution. Note that all parameters are the same for each model, with the exception of
the additional two ⌧avg values for models with W = 500 and 580 km.
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Table 7: Best-fit Model Parameters

Best fitting model parameters for amin = 1µm and amin > 1µm for each occultation. We
present the results from both these particle size regimes because models with amin = 1µm
introduce a degeneracy in the results since such small particles di↵ract much of the light
outside of the UVIS FOV. The results can fit the bowl-shaped occultation event well,
but do not produce the clear di↵raction “ears” observed outside of the F ring edges (see
text for more details). Thus, while the observations that are best-fit with these particles
may be indicative of a population of such small particles, we present the best-fit model
results from both size regimes to look for a more likely trend between the e↵ective particle
size, equivalent depth, and the presence of the di↵raction signature. The * indicates the
occultation was best fit by a model particle size distribution with amin > 1.
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